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Over the past two decades quantum engineering has made significant advances in our ability to
create genuine quantum many-body systems using ultracold atoms. In particular, some prototyp-
ical exactly solvable Yang-Baxter systems have been successfully realized allowing us to confront
elegant and sophisticated exact solutions of these systems with their experimental counterparts.
The new experimental developments show a variety of fundamental one-dimensional (1D) phenom-
ena, ranging from the generalized hydrodynamics to dynamical fermionization, Tomonaga-Luttinger
liquids, collective excitations, fractional exclusion statistics, quantum holonomy, spin-charge sepa-
ration, competing orders with high spin symmetry and quantum impurity problems. This article
briefly reviews these developments and provides rigorous understanding of those observed phenom-
ena based on the exact solutions while highlighting the uniqueness of 1D quantum physics. The
precision of atomic physics realizations of integrable many-body problems continues to inspire sig-
nificant developments in mathematics and physics while at the same time offering the prospect to
contribute to future quantum technology.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Exactly solvable models date back to 1931 when Bethe
[1] introduced a particular form of wave function to ob-
tain eigenspectrum of one-dimensional (1D) Heisenberg
spin chain. His seminal many-body wave function which
consisted of a superposition of all possible plane waves
was later called Bethe ansatz. However, it was more
than 30 years after his work that the Bethe ansatz was
further applied to other physics problems in 1D, includ-
ing the Lieb-Liniger Bose gas [2], the Yang-Gaudin Fermi
gas [3, 4], the 1D Hubbard model [5], the SU(N) Fermi
gases [6], the Kondo impurity problems [7–10] and the
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) pairing model [11–13]
among others. For a long time these exactly solvable
models were considered to be mathematical toy mod-
els despite they had inspired significant developments in
both mathematics and physics.

However, this impression was changed dramatically
since the realization of one-dimensional integrable mod-
els of ultracold atoms in labs in the last two decades.
Consequently, the study of exactly solvable models saw
a renewed interest, see for instance the reviews [14–17].

This breakthrough was a result of a series of spectac-
ular advances in the experimental control and manipula-
tion of ultracold atoms, involving the trapping and cool-
ing of atomic particles to extremely low temperatures
of few nano-Kelvin above the absolute zero [18, 19]. It
led to finding new phases of cold matter resulting from
the effects of interactions, statistics and symmetries of
many atoms which requires deep understanding of coher-

ent and correlation nature of many interacting particles
at a higher level of rigor.

The experimental realizations of 1D Bose and Fermi
gases with tunable interaction and internal degrees of
freedom between atoms have provided a remarkable test-
ing ground for quantum integrable systems.

Strikingly different features of many-body effects result
from quantum degeneracy, i.e. bosons with integer spin
obey Bose-Einstein statistics, whereas fermions with half
odd integer spin obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. However,
interactions among such degenerate cold particles can
dramatically change their behaviour, resulting in novel
many-body phenomena, for example, superfluid, such as
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), quantum liquid, crit-
icality etc.

The observed results to date are seen to be in excel-
lent agreement with predictions from the exactly solved
models. Early on, the prototypical integrable model–
the Lieb-Liniger Bose gas was realized to reveal ground
state properties, local pair correlation [20–22]. Subse-
quently, the Yang-Yang thermodynamics and quantum
fluctuation in the model were observed [23–28]. Based on
theoretical prediction of the fermionization in the Lieb-
Liniger gas [29, 30], the novel super Tonks-Girardeau gas-
like state was experimentally realized in [31, 32]. Ob-
servation of the quantum degenerate spin-1/2 Fermi gas
[33–40] and SU(N) Fermi gases [41, 42] are having high
impact in ultracold atoms [43, 44].

New trends in experiments with Yang-Baxter quantum
integrability involve quantum criticality and Luttinger
liquid [45–49], quantum dynamics, thermalization, cor-
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FIG. 1: A demonstration of classical Newton’s cradle (a) and
quantum Newton’s cradle (b). In the later, initially separated
two parts of the cloud of quasi-1D trapped Bose gas in mo-
mentum space oscillate out-of-equilibrium for several dozens
of ms, showing a quantum version of Newton’s cradle. This
novel observation of time evolution of the integrable model
out-of-equilibrium provided impetus for the development of
generalized hydrodynamics [71, 72]. Figure from [68].

relation [50–55]. Very recently, the 1D Hubbard model
[56–59], 1D p-wave polarized fermions [60–63], 1D matter
wave breathers [64–66] and emergent dynamical quasi-
condensation of hard-core bosons at finite momenta [67]
also found their ways into the lab. As a result, the math-
ematical physics of Bethe ansatz integrable models has
not only become testable in experiments with ultracold
atoms but the experiments also provided impetus for
many new developments of quantum integrability. For
example, the realization of the quantum Newton cradle
in the 1D Lieb-Liniger gas [68] led to a new surge of study
of integrable models. In particular, the experimental
observation of the quantum Newton’s cradle [68] raised
a significant question for theory and experiment: can
the evolution of isolated quantum integrable systems of
many particles converge into its equilibrium Gibbs ther-
mal state? Seeking for an understanding of such a sub-
tlety of quantum dynamics of quantum integrable mod-
els leads to new developments of the Generalized Gibbs
ensemble (GGE) [69, 70] and generalized hydrodynamics
(GHD) [71, 72], which have become a promising theme in

theory and experiment with 1D ultracold atoms [73–90].
Last but not least, the quantum walks of one magnon

and magnon bound states in interacting bosons on 1D lat-
tices [91, 92], realization of 1D antiferromagnetic Heisen-
berg spin chain with ultracold spinor Bose gas [55], quan-
tum impurities [93, 94], fractional quantum statistics [95]
and spin-charge separation [96] open new frontiers in
quantum technology.

II. EXACTLY SOLVED MODELS IN

ULTRACOLD ATOMS

The study of Bethe ansatz solvable models flourished
in the period from 1960s to 1990s in the mathematical
physics communities in the world. A number of notable
Bethe ansatz integrable models in a variety of fields of
physics were solved at that time. In the last two decades,
a considerable attention has been paid to the study of
1D exactly solved models due to unprecedented abilities
in cooling and controlling cold atoms in low dimensions.
The exact results of the integrable models provide deep
insight into the quantum simulation and understanding
of many known as yet unknown quantum phases of mat-
ter in ultracold atoms, condensed matter physics and
quantum metrology. Here we first introduce several ex-
actly solvable models which have provided rigorous un-
derstanding of fundamental many-body physics observed
so far in low-dimensional ultracold atoms and will give
further possibilities for exploring subtle quantum phe-
nomena in 1D.

Lieb-Liniger Bose gas

The Hamiltonian of the Lieb-Liniger gas of N particles
with periodic boundary conditions in a length L is given
by [2]

Ĥ =
~
2

2m

∫ L

0

dx ∂xψ̂
†∂xψ̂ +

g1D
2

∫ L

0

dx ψ̂†ψ̂†ψ̂ψ̂, (1)

where m is the mass of the bosons, g1D is the coupling
constant which is determined by the the 1D scattering
length g1D = −2~2/ma1D. The scattering length is given
by a1D =

(
−a2⊥/2as

)
[1− C (as/a⊥)] [97–99]. In the

above equation, the canonical quantum Bose fields ψ̂(x)
satisfying the following commutation relations

[
ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)

]
= δ(x− y),

[
ψ̂(x), ψ̂(y)

]
=
[
ψ̂†(x), ψ̂†(y)

]
= 0.

Solving the Schrödinger equation HΨ(x) = EΨ(x) re-
duces to the eigenvalue problem of the many-particles
Hamiltonian

H = −
N∑

i=1

∂2

∂x2i
+ 2c

N∑

i<j

δ(xi − xj). (2)
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Here the effective coupling constant c = g1D
2 .

Following the Bethe ansatz [1] the wave function is di-
vided into N ! domains according to the positions of the
particles Θ(Q) : xQ1 < xQ2 < · · · < xQN

, where Q is the
permutation of number set {1, 2 · · · , N}. The wave func-
tion can be written as Ψ(x) =

∑
QΘ(Q)ψQ(x). Con-

sidering the symmetry of bosonic statistics, all the ψ in
different domain Q should be the same, i.e., ψQ = ψI ,
where we use I to denote the elements of the identity per-
mutation, I = {1, 2, · · · , N}. Lieb and Liniger [5] wrote
the wave function for the model (2) as the superposition
of N ! plane waves

ψI(x) =
∑

P
A(P)ei(kP1x1+···+kPN

xN ), (3)

where P denotes the permutation of number set
{1, 2 · · · , N} with the pseudo-momenta kis carried by
the particles under periodic boundary conditions. They
satisfy a set of Bethe ansatz equations, called the Lieb–
Liniger equations

eikjL = −
N∏

l=1

kj − kl + ic

kj − kl,−ic
. (4)

Here j = 1, . . . , N . For a given set of quasi-momenta
{kj}, the total momentum and the energy of the system
are obtained by

P =

N∑

j

kj , E =

N∑

j

k2j . (5)

The fundamental physics of the model (2) are essentially
determined by the wave function (3) and the Lieb–Liniger
equations (4), see a review [100].
In 1969 C N Yang and C P Yang [101] published their

seminal work on the thermodynamics of the Lieb-Liniger
Bose gas. The thermodynamics of the Lieb-Liniger gas
is determined from the minimization conditions of the
Gibbs free energy in terms of the roots of the Bethe
ansatz equations (4). In the thermodynamic limit, the
Bethe ansatz equations (4) become

ρ(k) + ρh(k) =
1

2π
+
c

π

∫ ∞

−∞

ρ(k′)dk′

c2 + (k − k′)2
, (6)

where ρ(k) and ρh(k) are respectively the particle and
hole density distribution functions at finite tempera-
tures. The Gibbs free energy per unit length is given
by G/L = E/L − µn − Ts with the relation to the free
energy F = G+ µN . Here µ is the chemical potential, n
is the linear density, and s is the entropy. The minimiza-
tion condition δG

L = 0 with respect to particle density
ρ leads to the Yang-Yang thermodynamic Bethe ansatz
(TBA) equation [101]

ε(k) = k2 − µ− Tc

π

∫ ∞

−∞

dq

c2 + (k − q)2
ln
(
1 + e−

ε(q)
T

)
,

(7)

which determines the thermodynamics of the system in
the whole temperature regime through the Gibbs free
energy per length, i.e.,

p = −
(
∂G

∂L

)

T,µ,c

=
T

2π

∫
ln
(
1 + e−ε(k)/T

)
dk. (8)

Thus other thermodynamic quantities can be obtained
through thermodynamic relations, for example the parti-
cle density, entropy density, compressibility, specific heat
are given by

n = ∂µp|c,T , s = ∂T p|µ,c
κ = ∂2µp|c,T , cv = T∂2T p|µ,c. (9)

In the above equation ∂x denotes the derivative respect
to the potentials. Exact Bethe ansatz solution provides
an analytical way to access to quantum critical behaviour
of the system at finite temperatures [100, 102].

Yang-Gaudin model

1D models of Bethe ansatz solvable quantum gases
have become an important subject of experiment, such
as two-component spinor fermions and bosons as well
as multi-component fermions. Models of this kind have
rich internal degrees of freedom and high symmetries. In
1967, C N Yang [3] solved the 1D delta-function interact-
ing Fermi gas wit the discovery of quantum integrability,
i.e. the necessary condition for the Bethe ansatz solvabil-
ity. This quantum integrability condition was referred
to the factorization condition–the scattering matrix of
a quantum many-body system can be factorized into a
product of many two-body scattering matrices. At the
same time, M Gaudin also rigorously derived the Bethe
ansatz equations for the spin-1/2 Fermi gas for spin bal-
ance case [4]. Therefore, the 1D spin-1/2 Fermi gas is
now called the Yang-Gaudin model. On the other hand,
in 1972, R J Baxter [103] independently found that a sim-
ilar factorization relation also occurred as the conditions
for commuting transfer matrices in 2D vertex models in
statistical mechanics. Such a factorization condition is
now known as the Yang-Baxter equation and becomes a
significant key condition to quantum integrability.
The many-body Hamiltonian for the Yang-Gaudin

model is given by [3, 4]

H = − ~
2

2m

N∑

i=1

∂2

∂x2i
+ g1D

′∑

1≤i<j≤N

δ(xi − xj) (10)

describes N fermions of the same mass m with two in-
ternal spin states confined to a length L interacting via
a δ-function potential. In the above equation, prime de-
notes the exclusion of the interaction between two atoms
with the same spin. Here we denoted the numbers of
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fermions in the two hyperfine levels | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 as
N↑ and N↓, respectively. The total number of fermions
and the magnetization were denoted as N = N↑ + N↓
and Mz = (N↑ − N↓)/2, respectively. The interaction
strength is given by g1D = ~

2c/m with c = −2/a1D,
where a1D is the effective 1D scattering length, see the
discussion on the Hamiltonian of the Lieb-Liniger gas.
For convenience, we also define a dimensionless interac-
tion strength γ = c/n. Here the linear density is defined
by n = N/L; meanwhile, c > 0 for a repulsive interaction
and c < 0 for an attractive interaction, see review [15].

C N Yang generalized Bethe’s wave function to the
following many-body wave function of the spin-1/2 Fermi
gas

ψ =
∑

P

Aσ1...σN
(P |Q) exp i(kP1xQ1 + . . .+ kPNxQN )

(11)
for the domain 0 < xQ1 < xQ2 < . . . < xQN < L.
Where {ki} denote a set of unequal wave numbers and
σi with i = 1, . . . , N indicate the spin coordinates. Both
P and Q are permutations of indices {1, 2, . . . , N}, i.e.
P = {P1, . . . , PN} and Q = {Q1, . . . , QN}. The sum
runs over all N ! permutations P and the coefficients of
the exponentials are column vectors with each of the N !
components representing a permutation Q. For deter-
mining the wave function associated with the irreducible
representations of the permutation group SN and the ir-
reducible representation of the Young tableau for differ-
ent up- and down-spin fermions, C N Yang found a key
condition for solvability, i.e., the two-body scattering ma-
trix acting on three linear tensor spaces V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ V3

Yij(u) =
iuTij + cI

iu− c
(12)

satisfies the following cubic equation

Y12(k2 − k1)Y23(k3 − k1)Y12(k3 − k2)

= Y23(k3 − k2)Y12(k3 − k1)Y23(k2 − k1), (13)

which has been known as the Yang-Baxter equation
[3, 103]. It is worth mentioning that an experimental
simulation of the Yang-Baxter equation itself through
the linear quantum optics [104] and the Nuclear Mag-
netic Resonance interferometric setup [105] has been per-
formed. In the above equations, we denoted the operator
Tij = −Pij , here Pij is the permutation operator. The
Yang-Baxter equation has found a profound legacy in
both mathematics and physics, see review [15, 106–110].

Solving the eigenvalue problem of N interacting par-
ticles (10) in a periodic box of length L with the peri-
odic boundary conditions, C N Yang obtained the Bethe

ansatz equations for the Fermi gas [3]

eikjL =

M∏

α=1

kj − λα + ic/2

kj − λα − ic/2
, (14)

N∏

j=1

λα − kj + ic/2

λα − kj − ic/2
= −

M∏

β=1

λα − λβ + ic

λα − λβ − ic
, (15)

with j = 1, 2, · · · , N and α = 1, 2, · · · ,M . Here M is the
number of atoms with down-spins. The energy eigenspec-
trum is given in terms of the quasimomenta {ki} of the

fermions via E = ~
2

2m

∑N
j=1 k

2
j . In the above equations

(14) and (15), λα denoted spin rapidities. All quasimo-
menta {ki} are distinct and uniquely determine the wave
function of model Eq.(11).

The fundamental physics of the model (10) can be ob-
tained by solving the transcendental Bethe ansatz equa-
tions (14) and (15). Finding the solution of the Bethe
ansatz equations (14) and (15) is extremely cumbersome.
For a repulsive interaction, in the thermodynamic limit,
i.e., L,N → ∞, andN/L is finite, the above Bethe ansatz
equations can be written as the generalized Fredholm
equations

ρ(k) =
1

2π
+

∫ B2

−B2

a1(k − λ)σ1(λ)dλ, (16)

σ1(λ) =

∫ B1

−B1

a1(λ− k)ρ(k)dk

−
∫ B2

−B2

a2(λ− λ′)σ1(λ
′)dλ′. (17)

The associated integration boundaries B1, B2 are deter-
mined by the relations

nt : ≡ N/L =

∫ B1

−B1

ρ(k)dk,

n↓ : ≡ N↓/L =

∫ B2

−B2

σ1(k)dk, (18)

where nt denotes the linear density, while n↓ is the den-
sity of spin-down fermions. In the above equations we in-
troduced the quasimomentum distribution function ρ(k)
and distribution function of the spin rapidity σ1(λ) for
the ground state.

The thermodynamics of the Yang-Gaudin model with
a repulsive interaction was studied by C K Lai [133, 134]
and M Takahashi [135]. In the same fashion as the deriva-
tion of the thermodynamics of the Lieb-Liniger Bose gas
by C. N. Yang and C. P. Yang in 1969 [101], M Takahashi
[135] gave the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations for
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the repulsive Yang-Gaudin model

ε(k) = k2 − µ− H

2
− T

∞∑

n=1

an ∗ ln[1 + e−φn(λ)/T ],(19)

φn(λ) = nH − Tan ∗ ln[1 + e−ε(k)/T ]

+ T

∞∑

m=1

Tmn ∗ ln[1 + e−φm(λ)/T ] (20)

with n = 1, . . . ,∞. Here ∗ denotes the convolution, i.e.
â ∗ f(x) =

∫∞
−∞ a(x − y)f(y)dy, ε(k) and φn(λ) are the

dressed energies for the charge and the length-n spin
strings, respectively, with k’s and λ’s being the rapidi-
ties; and the function Tmn(x) is given by

Tmn(λ) =






a|n−m|(λ) + 2a|n−m|+2(λ) + · · ·
+2am+n−2(λ) + am+n(λ) for m 6= n
2a2(λ) + 2a4(λ) + · · ·+ a2n(λ) for m = n

.

Where we denoted am(x) = 1
2π

mc
(mc/2)2+x2 . The pressure

is given by

p =
T

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ln[1 + e−ε(k)/T ]dk, (21)

from which all the thermal and magnetic quantities, as
well as other relevant physical properties, such as Wilson
ratio [136] and Grüneisen parameter [137, 138], can be
derived according to the standard statistical relations.
For a attractive interaction, i.e. c < 0, the root pat-

terns of the BA equations (14) and (15) are significantly
different from that of the model for c > 0. In this regime
the quasimomenta {ki} of the fermions with different
spins form two-body bound states [139–141], leading
to the existence of the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov
(FFLO) pairing state [142–144]. Here we will not discuss
the attractive Yang-Gaudin model [139, 145–150], a more
detailed study of this model can be found in the review
article [15].

Multi-component Fermi gases with SU(w) symmetry

It is shown that the fermionic alkaline-earth atoms dis-
play an exact SU(w) spin symmetry with w = 2I + 1,
where I is the nuclear spin [151, 152]. For example,
the experiment [153] for 171Yb dramatically realised the
model of fermionic atoms with SU(2) × SU(6) symme-
try where electron spin decouples from its nuclear spin
I = 5/2, and 87Sr atoms have SU(10) symmetry [154].
These experimental developments have opened exciting
opportunities to explore a wide range many-body phe-
nomena such as spin and orbital magnetism [155, 156],
Kondo spin-exchange physics [157, 158] and the one-
dimensional (1D) Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) [41]
etc. Such fermionic systems with enlarged SU(w) spin
symmetry are expected to display a remarkable diversity

of new quantum phases and quantum critical phenom-
ena due to the existence of multiple charge bound states
[15, 44]. Here we do not wish to review the developments
of SU(w) Fermi gases in details. We prefer to briefly in-
troduce the integrable SU(w) Fermi gases with repulsive
interactions.
We introduce the Hamiltonian of w-component Fermi

gas of N particles with mass m [6]

H = − ~
2

2m

N∑

i=1

∂2

∂x2i
+ g1D

′∑

i<j

δ(xi − xj) + hŜz, (22)

where Ŝz is the total spin of the z-direction, Ŝz =∑w
r=1[−(w + 1)/2 + r)]Nr and h is the external mag-

netic field. In the above equation, the prime stands
for the exclusion of the interaction between two atoms
with the same spin. Here Nr is the particle number
in the hyperfine state r. There are w possible hy-
perfine states |1〉, |2〉, . . . , |w〉 that the fermions can oc-
cupy. Again the interaction coupling constant is given by
g1D = −2~2/ma1D, and c = mg1D/~

2. Here a1D is the
effective scattering length in 1D. The Hamiltonian (22)
has the symmetry of U(1) × SU(w) when the magnetic
field is absent, where U(1) and SU(w) are the symmetries
of the charge and spin degrees of freedom, respectively.
Using Bethe’s hypothesis, B Sutherland exactly solved

the model by giving the energy E =
∑N

j=1 k
2
j , and the

Bethe ansatz equations

eikjL =
∏M1

ℓ=1
kj−λ

(w−1)
ℓ

+i c2
kj−λ

(w−1)
ℓ

−i c2
, j = 1, . . . , N. (23)

∏N
j=1

λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−kj+i c2
λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−kj−i c2

∏Mw−2

m=1
λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−λ(w−2)
m +i c2

λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−λ
(w−2)
m −i c2

= −∏Mw−1

α=1
λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−λ(w−1)
α +ic

λ
(w−1)
ℓ

−λ
(w−1)
α −ic

, ℓ = 1, . . . ,Mw−1, (24)

∏Mr+1

j=1

λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ
(r+1)
j

+i c2

λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ
(r+1)
j

−i c2

∏Mr−1

m=1
λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ(r−1)
m +i c2

λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ
(r−1)
m −i c2

= −∏Mr

α=1
λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ(r)
α +ic

λ
(r)
ℓ

−λ
(r)
α −ic

,
r = 2, 3 · · · , w − 2,
ℓ = 1, 2, . . . ,Mr,

(25)

∏M2

j=1

λ
(1)
ℓ

−λ
(2)
j

+i c2

λ
(1)
ℓ

−λ
(2)
j

−i c2
= −∏M1

α=1
λ
(1)
ℓ

−λ(1)
α +ic

λ
(1)
ℓ

−λ
(1)
α −ic

, (26)

ℓ = 1, . . . ,M1.

Here {λ(r)}, r = 1, 2, · · · , w − 1 denote the spin ra-
pidities which are introduced to describe the motion
of spin waves. The particle number Nr in each spin
state links to the quantum number Mα via the relation
Nr =Mr −Mr−1 and M0 = 0. For the repulsive interac-
tion, i.e. c > 0, there is no charge bound state, whereas
each branch of spin rapidities {λ(r)} has complex roots

λ
(r)
q,j,z = λ

(r)
q,j − ic

2 (q + 1− 2z), z = 1, · · · , q, (27)

in the thermodynamic limit, which are now called spin
wave bound states.
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Following Yang-Yang’s grand canonical method [101]
the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz equations for the Fermi
gases (22) are given by [15, 109, 160, 161, 164]

εc(k) = k2 − µ− sh+

∞∑

n=1

ân ∗ εw−1,n
− , (28)

εw−1,n(λ) = nh+ ân ∗ εc− +
∑

m

Ĉn,m ∗ εw−2,m
−

−
∑

m

T̂mn ∗ εw−1,m
− , (29)

εr,n(λ) = nh+
∑

m

Ĉn,m ∗ (εr−1,m
− + εr+1,m

− )

−
∑

m

T̂mn ∗ εr,m− , (30)

ε1,n(λ) = nh+
∑

m

Ĉn,m ∗ ε2,m− −
∑

m

T̂mn ∗ ε1,m− .(31)

Where εc(k) and εr,n(k) are the dressed energies for the
charge sector and for the branch r in the spin sector,
respectively and ε± = T ln(1 + e±ε/T ). As a convention
used in the TBA equations, n labels the length of the
strings, ∗ labels the convolution integral and the integral
kernels are given by

Tmn = am+n + . . .+ 2a|m−n|+2 + (1− δnm)a|m−n|,

Cmn = am+n−1 + . . .+ a|m−n|+3 + a|m−n|+1. (32)

The pressure is given by

p =
T

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
ln[1 + e−ε(k)/T ]dk, (33)

which serves as the equation of states for the repulsive
SU(w) Fermi gases.
The Bethe ansatz equations (23)-(26) and the thermo-

dynamic Bethe ansatz equations (28)-(31) impose a big
challenge in obtaining physical properties of the model
[159–164, 167]. At low temperature, the behaviour of
the Fermi gases with a repulsive interaction is described
by spin-charge separated conformal field theories of an ef-
fective Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid and an antiferromag-
netic SU(w) Heisenberg spin chain, see experiment ob-
servation [41]. It was found [164–166] that the sound
velocity of the Fermi gases in the large w limit coin-
cides with that for the spinless Bose gas, whereas the
spin velocity for balance gases vanishes quickly as w be-
comes large. This novel feature of 1D multi-component
Fermi gases shows a strong suppression of the Fermi ex-
clusion statistics by the commutativity feature among
the w-component fermions with different spin states in
the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid phase, which was for the

first time proved by Yang and You [167] in 2011, and
confirmed by Guan and coworkers [163] in 2012. This
feature was recently demonstrated with ultracold atoms
in 2D [42].
Moreover, the 1D multi-component Fermi gases exhibit

significantly different features from usual interacting elec-
trons, showing rich pairing phenomena in momentum
space, see review [15].

III. GENERALIZED HYDRODYNAMICS OF

INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

Dynamical properties of isolated many-body systems
have been the central problem in quantum statistics for
a long time. In the last decade, versatile dynamical prop-
erties of 1D integrable models have been demonstrated
in the field of ultracold atoms. In 2006, D. Weiss’s
group from the Pennsylvania State University demon-
strated nonequilibrium behaviour of interacting Bose gas
in a quasi-1D harmonic trap in their seminal paper [68],
see Fig. 1. The clouds of quasi-1D trapped Bose gas
in momentum space oscillate out-of-equilibrium for sev-
eral dozens of ms that remarkably illustrated behaviour
of quantum Newton’s cradle. The framework to de-
scribe such kind of dynamics of integrable models out-of-
equilibrium has been mainly built on the GGE [69, 70]
and the GHD [71, 72] with respect to an axial inhomoge-
neous trap [79–86]. Further demonstrations of the GHD
were carried out by using a quantum chip setup and the
quasi-1D trap of ultracold atoms [74, 75]. So far, there
have been a variety of theoretical methods for studying
the Newton’s cradle-like dynamics of 1D systems out-of-
equilibrium. Here we do not wish to review whole de-
velopments of the hydrodynamics. We will introduce the
basic concepts of the GHD for later use in this paper.
More detailed theory of the GHD can be seen in two nice
lecture notes by B Doyon [168, 169].
We recapitulate the GHD of the 1D integrable systems

introduced in the references [71, 72]. On the large scale,
GHD is the classical hydrodynamics, and for both we
need a local equilibrium approximation, namely a sys-
tem displays a large scale motion which can be separated
into many fluid cells, and all these cells are large enough
to be macroscopic and small enough to be homogeneous
comparing to the size of the system. The system can
then be characterized by

ρ̂ = ρ̂x1 ⊗ ρ̂x2 ⊗ ...⊗ ρ̂xn
⊗ ... (34)

where ρ̂xi
is the density matrix of an equilibrium state

and xi is the position of the ith fluid cell. In each cell,
entropy maximisation occurs, i.e., reaching a local ther-
modynamic equilibrium.
On the other hand, for integrable systems with N de-

grees of freedom, there are many local conserved quanti-
ties Q̂1, Q̂2, ..., Q̂N , ..., called conserved charges, the fun-
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damental objects for quantum integrability. An GGE
state is a maximal entropy state and its density matrix
is constrained by all the conserved quantities by [69, 70]

ρ̂ =
e−

∑
i
βiQ̂i

Tr[e−
∑

i
βiQ̂i

]
. (35)

Thus an equilibrium state of integrable systems can
be identified by the expectation values of all the con-
served quantities Q1, Q2, ..., QN , ..., where Qi = 〈Q̂i〉,
and βis are the associated potentials. For an non-
equilibrium state, under local time-space equilibrium
approximation, integrable systems can be described
by the distributions of all the conserved quantities
q1(x, t), q2(x, t), ..., qN (x, t), where x, t ∈ [0, L] and qi =
〈q̂i〉,

Q̂i =

∫
dxq̂i(x). (36)

Let us denote densities of conserved charges q ≡
(q1, q2, · · · , qN ) as a function of x and t. They deter-
mine the equilibrium state of fluid cells. In turn, the
local potentials β ≡ (β1, β2, · · · , βN ) are determined
too once the cells reach local time-space equilibrium.
Subsequently, one can define the average values of lo-
cal conserved charges and their corresponding currents
j ≡ (j1, j2, · · · , jN) via

qi(x, t) = 〈q̂i(x, t)〉 = 〈q̂i〉β(x,t), (37)

ji(x, t) = 〈ĵi(x, t)〉 = 〈ĵi〉β(x,t), (38)

becoming the Gibbs average of local densities and cur-
rents under the time and coordinates dependent poten-
tials, respectively.
According to the GHD approach, we assume that all

the local conserved quantities satisfy the continuity equa-
tions

∂tq
i(x, t) + ∂xj

i(x, t) = 0 (39)

with i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The density qi(x, t) and cur-
rent ji(x, t) of the i-th conserved quantity essentially de-
scribe variations of thermally average conservation laws
at the Euler scale.
In order to build up the description of the GHD for in-

tegrable models, it is a useful way to express the charge
densities in terms of the quasiparticle rapidity densities
of the Bethe ansatz solvable models. Here we just formu-
late the conserved charge densities by the quasiparticle
density ρp(θ) for the Lieb-Liniger model, namely

qi(x, t) =

∫
dθ hi(θ)ρp(θ, x, t),

where θ is the corresponding rapidity, and hi is one
particle eigenvalue of i-th conserved charge. For ex-
ample, particle density q0 =

∫
dθρp(θ), energy den-

sity q1 =
∫
dθρp(θ)E(θ) and momentum density q2 =

∫
dθρp(θ)p(θ), etc. It is also very useful to introduce

the state density ρs(θ) and the quasiparticle occupa-
tion number n(θ) = ρp(θ)/ρs(θ) Here the state density
ρs(θ) = ρp(θ) + ρh(θ) satisfies the Lieb-Liniger equation

2πρs(θ) = p′(θ) +

∫
dαφ(θ − α)ρp(α), (40)

which was given by Eq. (6). Here p′(θ) is the deriva-
tive of the momentum p(θ) with respect to θ and φ(θ) =
2c/(θ2 + c2) is the integral kernel function. By properly
choosing a linear space of pseudo-conserved charges as a
function space spanned by all his, one can prove βis form
the generalized inverse temperatures or chemical poten-
tials which are determined by the initial states. Following
the unified notations used in [168, 169], we may express
the conserve charge Q[h] =

∑
i β

ihi(θ) as a linear func-
tion of the one particle eigenvalue hi(θ). We define the
one-particle eigenvalue w(θ) =

∑
i βihi(θ) of Q[h], thus

the quasiparticle occupation number can be given by the
GGE states

n(θ) =
1

1 + eǫw
, (41)

ǫw(θ) = w(θ) −
∫
dγ

2π
φ(θ − γ) log

(
1 + e−ǫw(γ)

)
.(42)

Based on the analysis given in [71], the energy, momen-
tum and currents can be formally denoted as functions
of h(θ),

〈q[h]〉 =
∫
dθρp(θ)h(θ), 〈j[h]〉 =

∫
dθρc(θ)h(θ). (43)

Here ρp(θ) and ρc(θ) are the quasi-particle density and
current spectral density, respectively. We note that for
the Lieb-Liniger model, there is no internal degree of free-
dom. Thus the current spectral density can be given by

ρc(θ) =: veff(θ)ρp(θ), (44)

see [71, 72]. It turns out that

veff(θ) :=
ρc(θ)

ρp(θ)
=
E′(θ) +

∫
dαφ(θ − α)ρc(α)

p′(θ) +
∫
dαφ(θ − α)ρc(α)

,(45)

where E(θ) and p(θ) are the energy and momentum of
quasiparticles in the rapidity θ space. This equation can
be rewritten as

veff(θ) = vgr(θ) +

∫
dα
φ(θ − α)ρc(α)

p′(θ)

(
veff(α) − veff(θ)

)
(46)

where the group velocity vgr(θ) = E′(θ)/p′(θ). In these
equations of states, all conserved quantities can be ob-
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tained by the quasiparticle densities ρp(θ), i.e.

qi =

∫
dp(θ)

2π
n(θ)hdri

=

∫
dθρp(θ)hi(θ) = p′ · Ûhi(θ),

ji =

∫
dE(θ)

2π
n(θ)hdri

=
1

2π

∫
dθn(θ)(1 − ψN̂ )−1p′(θ)hi(θ) = E′ · Ûhi(θ),

here the dressing operation is defined

hdri = hi(θ) +

∫
dγ

2π
φ(θ − γ)n(γ)hdri (γ). (47)

In the above equations, the following notations were used

N = 2πn(θ)δ(θ − α), U = N (1− ψN )−1,

a · b =
1

2π

∫
dθa(θ)b(θ).

Following the argument on the completeness of the set of
functions hi(θ)s [71, 168, 169], we have

∫
dθ [∂tρp(θ) + ∂xρc(θ)] hi(θ) = 0. (48)

Thus the GHD equations can be expressed as in different
forms, for example

∂tρp(θ) + ∂x
(
veff(θ)ρp(θ)

)
= 0,

∂tn(θ) + veff(θ)∂xn(θ) = 0.

∂ts(θ) + ∂
(
veff(θ)s(θ)

)
= 0. (49)

Here the von Neumann entropy of local fluid cell GGE
states is defined by

s(θ) := ρs(θ) ln ρs(θ) − ρp(θ) ln ρp(θ)− ρh(θ) ln ρh(θ).

Recently, more subtle GHD for the systems with in-
homogeneous trapping potentials, quantum fluctuations
and diffusion were studied theoretically [79–90, 111] and
experimentally [74–78].

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH QUANTUM

INTEGRABILITY

In quasi-1D ultracold atomic experiment, the parti-
cles are tightly confined in two transverse directions and

weakly confined in the axial direction. The transverse
excitations are fully suppressed by the tight confine-
ments. Thus the atoms in these waveguides can be ef-
fectively characterised by a quasi-1D system [97–99]. In
such a way, these 1D many-body systems ultimately re-
late to the integrable models of interacting bosons and
fermions. We arguably say that the Lieb-Liniger gas is
the most studied exactly solvable model in terms of ultra-
cold atoms, see review [14, 15, 17]. Particularly striking
features involved the measurements of Lieb-Liniger gas
[2] were seen in a variety of physics from ground state
properties [20–22] to the thermodynamics [23–28, 31, 32],
quantum dynamics [50, 51, 68, 73–75, 170, 171], the quan-
tum GHD [74, 75], quantum criticality and Luttinger liq-
uid [46, 48, 49]. On the other hand, the Yang-Gaudin
model [3, 4] and the 1D SU(N) Fermi gases [6] have also
become a paradigm of ultracold fermionic atoms in 1D
[34–42]. In this section we would like to review briefly
several recent experiments on quantum integrable mod-
els.

IV.1. Quantum Newton’s Cradle

The understanding of the quantum Newton’s cradle
observed in [68] has been received significant theoretical
attention [79–86]. In these works a key point was made
that one can describe the motion of quasiparticles in the
quasi-1D trapped gases after a sudden change of the lon-
gitudinal potential. In the experiment [68], a 2D array
of 1D tubes were made by a tight transverse confinement
and a crossed dipole trap providing weak axial trapping.
They measured the density profile f(pex) after a release
of the 1D trapping potential. The 1D spatial distribu-
tion corresponds to the momentum distribution after a
time-of-flight (TOF). They observed a separation of two
clouds in the ensemble of quasi-1D trapped Bose gases
of 87Rb atoms over the thousands of collisions between
the clouds. In their experimental setting, each tube con-
tained 40 to 250 atoms in the 2D arrays. They integrated
the images inverse to the tubes to get 1D special distri-
butions of momentum f(pex), see Fig. 2. From the dis-
tribution f(pex) in space at different times, oscillations
of two separated clouds showed a nearly Newton’s cradle
dynamics from time to time in each measurement.

The quantum Newton’s cradle observed in [68] received
an immediate theoretical attention [69, 70]. In a theoret-

ical paper [80], the authors gave a quantitative demon-
stration of the emergence of the quantum dynamics of
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FIG. 2: Absorption images read off the momentum distribu-
tions of the quasi-1D trapped Bose gas in the first oscillation
cycle. The trapped gas was imparted by the grating pulses in
a superposition of ±~k momentum. The two separated clouds
moved forth and back without noticeable equilibration. Fig-
ure from [68].

Newton’s cradle through numerical study of the time evo-
lution of the quasi-1D trapped Lieb-Liniger gas with an
initial state

ρp(θ, x, t = 0) =
1

2
ρp(θ + θBragg, x) +

1

2
ρp(θ − θBragg, x).

(50)
Where the distribution function of quasiparticles
ρp(θ, x, t) is space-time dependent. The momentum of
quasiparticle was kicked by ±mθBragg with equal proba-
bility. The gas was imparted into two clouds which had
a strong inter-cloud repulsion. Based on such quantum

Newton’s cradle setup, the GHD equation was given by

∂tρp(θ, x, t)+∂x
[
veffρp(θ, x, t)

]
=

(
∂xV (x)

m

)
∂θρp(θ, x, t)

(51)
that remarkably gave the similar Newton’s cradle dynam-
ics as observed in [68]. In the above equation (51), V (x)
denotes the trapping potential. In Fig. 3, they showed
evolution of the density of quasiparticles ρp(θ, x, t) de-
termined by Eq.(51) with the initial state (50) using the
experimental setting given in [68]. In Fig. 3 (bottom
panel), the boson density profiles show a dramatical os-
cillation of the two atomic clouds which were initially im-
parted by different kicks. The real-space density profile
n(x) = 1

tTOF

∫
dx′ρp(θ, x

′

) with θ = x/tTOF was directly
red off from the quasimomentum distribution function of
quasi-particles ρp(θ, x). The two blobs, which are sep-
arated in momentum space, evolve around the origin of
phase space. Thus the GHD provided a full evolving
phase-space (θ − x) distributions of quasiparticles asso-
ciated with the Lieb-Liniger model, see upper panels in
Fig. 3. Here it was showed that the GHD approach de-
scribes well slow variations of densities of particles, en-
ergy and higher conserved quantities on Euler scale. A
more detailed theoretical analysis was given in [80].

IV.2. Generalized Hydrodynamics in Lieb-Liniger

Model

In 2019, Schemmer et al. presented a beautiful study
on the emergence of the GHD of integrable Lieb-Liniger
gas on an atom chip [74]. They observed time evolu-
tion of the in situ density profiles of a single 1D cloud of
87Rb atoms trapped on an atom chip for several different
changes of longitudinal initial potentials. The experimen-
tal data were compared with the GHD of trapped gas Eq.
(51) and the conventional hydrodynamics (CHD) deter-
mined by the following equations

∂tn+ ∂x(un) = 0,

∂t(mnu) + ∂x
(
mnu2 + P

)
= −n∂xV,

∂tE + ∂x (uE + uP ) = 0, (52)

here the energy is denoted by E = nmu2/2 + ne + nV ,
the energy per particle was denoted by e(x, t), m denoted
the mass of particles, and u, n, P denoted the velocity,
particle density and pressure, respectively. They are the
functions of time t and space x. The pressure P can be
obtained from the thermodynamics Bethe ansatz equa-
tions (7). Again, V (x) denoted the trapping potential.
Building on the GHD description of quantum quench dy-
namics in the quasi-1D trapped gases, they found a good
agreement between the experimental results and theoret-
ical simulations. In contrast, the CHD description either
works or not for 1D integrable models depending solely
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FIG. 3: Demonstration of the quasiparticle density ρp(θ, x, t) for the quasi-1D trapped Lieb-Liniger gas in the Newton’s cradle
setup. The top and second rows show the time evolution of the quasiparticle density in θ − x plane within an harmonic and
weakly anharmonic traps, respectively. The bottom row shows the occupation number n(x, t) in x-axis at different times,
manifesting the quantum Newton-likened dynamics for the harmonic and weakly anharmonic traps. Figure from [80].

on smoothness of the initial trapping potential. From
the in situ density profiles they found that both GHD
and CHD describe well longitudinal expansion dynamics
from a harmonic trap of a 1D cloud of ultracold 87Rb
atoms. However, the expansion dynamics from a double
well potential further confirmed the validity of GHD for
the integrable model. It appeared to be an obvious dis-
crepancy between the experimental in situ density pro-
files and theoretical simulation from the CHD, see Fig. 4.
They demonstrated that the GHD is applicable to all in-
teracting regimes in the quench dynamics of integrable
Lieb-Liniger Bose gas on the Euler scale.

In 2021, D. S. Weiss’s group [75] further demonstrated
the GHD of the quasi-1D trapped Bose gas in both the
strong and intermediate coupling regimes. They mea-
sured the rapidity distributions f(θ) in several ways by
changing the quench potentials. Such changes of quench
were still small enough so that the transverse excitations
were fully suppressed. The key result of their paper was
the validation of the GHD via the (per particle) rapidity
momentum distribution f(θ), the ( per particle) rapidity
energy E(t), the (per particle) kinetic energy K(t) and
(per particle) interaction energy EI(t), which are given

by the Bethe ansatz rapidity

f(θ, t) =
1

Ntot(t)

∑

ℓ

∫
dzρℓ(θ, z, t), (53)

E(θ, t) =
1

Ntot(t)

∑

ℓ

∫
dzρℓ(θ, z, t)

[
θ

m
− veffℓ

]
θ,(54)

K(θ, t) =
1

Ntot(t)

∑

ℓ

∫
dzρℓ(θ, z, t)

[
veffℓ − θ

2m

]
θ,(55)

EI(θ, t) =
1

Ntot(t)

∑

ℓ

∫
dzρℓ(θ, z, t)

θ2

2m
, (56)

where ρℓ(θ, z, t) is the local density of quasi-particles in
the ℓ-th tube, the sum runs over all tubes in the 2D
arrays. In each fluid cell the rapidity density ρ(θ) =
1
L

∑Ncell

i=1 δ(θ−θj) satisfies the local rapidity Bethe ansatz
equation (40). The above formula can be derived in a
straightforward way via the Bethe ansatz equation. Con-
sidering zero entropy limit, the measured evolutions of
the above quantities in a sudden quench of the interac-
tion from an initial state were seen in agreement with the
prediction of the GHD theory, see Fig. 5.
From the above discussion, we see that the isolated in-

tegrable systems in general do not thermalize during evo-
lution from an initial quench. The thermalization near
integrability in the dipolar quantum Newton’s cradle was
recently studied [53]. In this system, the 1D Bose gas of
Dysprosium atoms with a strong magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction was created by tuning the strength of the
integrability-breaking perturbation and nearly integra-
bility. They found a strong evidence for thermalization
close to a strongly interacting integrable point occurred
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4: (a) Longitudinal expansion dynamics of a cloud
of 1D Bose gas initially trapped in a double well separated
density peaks was seen in agreement with the prediction from
the GHD (51). (b) The Longitudinal expansion profiles of a
cloud of 1D Bose gas initially trapped in a double well were
compared with both the results from the GHD and CHD.
This shows a clear difference between the GHD and CHD
descriptions for the system. Figure from [74].

followed by near exponential thermalization. The mea-
sured thermalization rate is consistent with theoretical
simulation. Integrable and non-integrable quantum sys-
tems of ultracold atoms with tunable interactions open a
new venue to study thermalization and thermodynamics
in and out-of-equilibrium.

IV.3. Dynamical Fermionization

On the other hand, the Bose-Fermi mapping mecha-
nism [112, 113] suggests that the physical properties like
density profile, the thermodynamical properties and the
density and density correlation are the same for both
the ideal Fermi gas and the homogeneous 1D Tonks-
Girardeau Bose gas. However, the physical quantities re-
lated to the one-body density matrix with off-diagonal el-
ements, consequently the momentum distribution for the
Tonks-Girardeau Bose gas significantly differ from the
one for the ideal Fermi gas. This is mainly because of the
quantum statistics play a significant role in correlations.
The dynamics of the Tonks-Girardeau Bose gas [114, 115]
led to the notion of dynamical fermionization. The dy-
namical fermionization of the 1D Tonks-Girardeau Bose
gas reveals the typical expansion dynamics produced by
the many-body wave function [116, 117, 119].

The strongly interacting bosonic Tonks-Girardeau gas
was initially trapped in harmonic potential. After a sud-
den release of the axial confinement, the momentum dis-
tribution of the gas rapidly evolves to that of the ideal
Fermi gas in the initial trap. This phenomenon [114, 115]
is now referred to the dynamical fermionization. It has
been theoretically demonstrated for several integrable

FIG. 5: (A) The time evolution of the rapidity distribution
after a sudden quench interaction in the first two cycles. The
experimental distribution curves agree well with the blue ones
predicted from the GHD theory by counting the particle num-
bers in each tubes, see Eq.(53). (B) The time evolution of the
weighted rapidity energy E after the sudden quench interac-
tion in the first two cycles show a good agreement between
experiment data (red squares) and GHD theory (blue circles),
see Eq.(54). The two insets show the rescaled rapidity distri-
bution for four phases points near 0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π (in
different color) in the two cycles. The distributions are no
longer self-similar in the second cycle. (C) and (D) respec-
tively show the time evolutions of the weighted kinetic energy
K and the interaction interaction EI = E −K after the sud-
den quench interaction in the first two cycles. They show a
good agreement between experiment data (red squares) and
GHD theory (blue circles). see Eq.(55) and Eq.(56). Figure
from [75].

models of ultracold atoms, such as 1D Bose gas [118–
120], 1D anyon gas [121], 1D spinor Bose gas [122], and
1D Bose-Fermi mixture and anyons [123, 124]. Now it
is well established that the wave function of the Lieb-
Liniger gas (2) with an infinity strong repulsion can be
written in terms of the one of the ideal fermions with the
antisymmetric function in the same potential, referred as
Bose-Fermi mapping [112, 113]. In a 1D harmonic trap
V (x, t) = mω2(t)x2/2 with a time dependent trapping
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frequency ω(t) and let ω(t ≤ 0) = ω0, the many-body
wave function of the the Tonk-Girardeau gas is given by

Φ(x1, . . . xN ; t) = A(x1, . . . , xN )ΦF (x1, . . . , xN ; t), (57)

where A(x1, . . . , xN ) = Π1≤j<k≤Nsgn(xj−xk) is an anti-
symmetric function and the non-interacting fermion wave
function is given by

ΦF (x1, . . . , xN ; t) =
1√
N !

detNj,k=1φ(xk, t). (58)

The single-particle wave function φ(xk, t) can be obtained
by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with
the following solution

φ(xk, t) =
1√
b
φj

(x
b
, 0
)
exp

(
i
mx2

2~

ḃ

b
− iEjτ(t)

)
, (59)

where Ej is the energy of the jth single-particle eigen-
state of the initial harmonic trap, the scaling parameter
b(t) obeys the second differential equation b̈ + ω2(t)b =
ω2
0/b

3 with the initial conditions b(0) = 1 and ḃ(0) = 0.

While the time scaling parameter τ(t) =
∫ t

0
dt′b−2(t′),

and φj(x, 0) is the wave function of the 1D harmonic os-
cillator with frequency ω0 and energy Ej ,

φj(x, 0) =
1√

2jj!
√
π

(mω
~

)1/4
e−

mω0x2

2~ Hj

(√
mω0

~
x

)
.

Then the many-body wave function (57) can be given
explicitly by

Φ(x1, . . .N ; t) =
1

b−N/2
ΦT (x1/b, . . . xN ; 0)

×e
iḃ

bω0

∑
j

x2
j

2ℓ20 e−iEjτ , (60)

where l0 =
√
~/(mω0). Using this many-body wave func-

tion, the one-body density matrix can be calculated an-
alytically and numerically, namely,

g1(x, y, t) = (61)

N

∫
dx2 · · · dxNΦ∗(x, x2, . . . , xN ; t)Φ(y, x2, . . . , xN ; t).

The time evolution of the momentum distribution is
given by

n(p, t) =

∫
dxdyeip(x−y)/~g1(x, y; t). (62)

Thus the expansion or quench dynamics of the 1D
strongly interacting Bose gas can be studied by switching
off the axial confinement potential or suddenly chang-
ing the trapping frequency. The quench dynamics of the
1D Bose gas with an arbitrary interaction strength was
studied by D Iyer and N Andrei in [116]. They showed
that for any value of the interaction strength, as long

FIG. 6: Dynamical fermionization of the Tonks-Girardeau
gas of 87Rb atoms. (A) The normalized TOF axial profiles at
different expansion time. The initially peaked bosonic TOF
distribution smoothly evolves to the rounded fermionic one
over the first 12ms. Over the 12ms, it deforms to the one of
the ideal Fermi gas. (B) The corresponding theoretical simu-
lation of the expansion profiles for the Tonks-Girardeau gas.
(C) The theoretical simulation of the corresponding momen-
tum distributions. (D) Experimental TOF distributions from
(A) are compared with the corresponding theoretical simula-
tion one from (B) at the evolution time tev = 0, 1, 3, 9ms. (E)
Comparison of theoretical and experimental TOF expansion
curves at tev = 15ms: Experimental (red) and theoretical
(dotted black) TOF profiles agree with the momentum dis-
tributions from the theoretical Tonks-Girardeau gas (orange)
and the non-interacting Fermi gas (green). Figure from [52].

as it is repulsive, the evolution of the system in a long
time asymptotically approaches to the one of the hard
core bosons at c → ∞. Such dynamical fermionization
is due to the structure of the two-body S-matrix. The
momenta integration contours in the wave function of
Yudson representation are determined by the interaction.
The interacting strength c can be rescaled by the time,
i.e. c→ c

√
t in the evolved wave function. The coupling

constant effectively evolves with time. In the long time
limit, the time rescaled scattering matrix Sij → −1, so
that the asymptotic wave function of the bosons was rep-
resented by the one of the free fermions [116] by using the
stationary phase approximation. Thus the repulsively in-
teracting bosons turn into fermions as time evolves in a
long time [117, 119]. The fermionization also occurs in
1D lattice model of bosons and interacting anyons [124].

Following theoretical work [114, 115, 118–120], the ob-
servation of the dynamical fermionization was carried out
in [52]. In this experiment, it was remarkable to observe
that the momentum distribution of the Tonks-Girardeau
gas evolved rapidly to the one of the ideal Fermi gas af-
ter an expansion in 1D, see Fig. 6. In this experimental
setting, the interaction between the atoms was negligible
upon expansion in the flat axial potential. The time-
of-flight expansion profiles are in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction for the Tonks-Girardeau gas as
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discussed above. At the evolution time tev = 15ms, the
Tonks-Girardeau gas rapidity distribution is the same as
the momentum distribution of the ideal Fermi gas. The
control capability to measure the momentum and rapid-
ity distributions allow to further investigate more subtle
quantum transport properties and diffusion in 1D quan-
tum atomic gases.
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FIG. 7: Bragg signal v.s. detuning frequency ω/2π(kHz)
for the Lieb-Liniger gas with different interaction strengths.
The scattering length was set for 15a0 (a), 173a0 (b), 399a0

(c), 592a0 (d) and 819a0 (e), respectively. The experimental
Bragg signal was compared with the Gaussian fit with a multi-
plication of the ω (solid lines) for (a)-(d). The vertical dashed
lines stand for the positions of the Type-I particle excitation
(L1) and the Type-II hole excitation (L2). The shape of the
experimental data in (e) fits well the particle-hole excitations
of the trapped Tonks-Girardeau gas, showing the signature
of the typical Lieb-Liniger Type I and Type II excitations.
Figure from [48].

IV.4. Excitations and quantum Holonomy in

Lieb-Liniger Gases

Elementary excitations: The Lieb-Liniger model
[2] has been extensively studied in literature, see a re-
view [14]. In the last two decades this model has pro-

vided an unpreceedent ground for experimental investi-
gation of a wide range of many-body phenomena, see
introduction part. Regarding the low energy physics of
the Lieb-Liniger gas, experimental observations of col-
lective excitations in the Lieb-Liniger gases have been
achieved in [47, 48]. In the paper [48], by using the Bragg
spectroscopy, the excitations for the quasi-1D trapped
gases of Cesium atoms with tunable interaction strength
were studied. An ensemble of independent 1D tubes
was created by anisotropic confinements. The scatter-
ing length was tunable via a broad Feshbach resonance.
The measured Bragg signal for a fixed value of momen-
tum k = 3.24(3) (about the mean value of kF ) was
compared with the dynamical structure factor (DSF)
S(k, ω) =

∫
dx
∫
dteiωt−ikx〈ρ(x, t)ρ(0, 0)〉 at finite tem-

peratures, i.e. δE(k, ω) ∝ ~ω
(
1− e−~ω/(kBT )

)
S(k, ω).

In this setting, the Luttinger liquid prediction on the DSF
for the linear dispersion was not enough. They observed
a clear broadening of the DSF peaks due to the Lieb-
Liniger Type I (particle excitation L1) and Type II (hole
excitation L2) excitations, see Fig. 7. The broaden-
ing signature for both excitations was revealed from the
Bragg signal. In the figures (a)-(e), the broadening of the
DSF spectral shape mainly came along with increasing
the interaction strength. In particular, for the Tonks-
Girardeau regime in Fig. 7(e), the experimental signals
agree with the theoretical simulation with accounting for
the effects of the inhomogeneous density distribution in
each tube and the density distribution averaged over the
ensemble of tubes at a temperature. The DSF was eval-
uated at finite temperature via the Bethe Ansatz-based
numerical method, see [48]. For low temperatures, the
spectra showed a band width between the Lieb-Liniger
Type I and Type II excitations. However, the band cur-
vature effect in the DSF signal was not directly examined
yet in this paper.

The temperature played an important role through
the DSF and the inhomogeneous density distributions
along the tubes in the theoretical simulation. This ex-
periment opened to study low energy excitations for the
integrability-based quantum systems of ultracold atoms.

Quantum holonomy: Stable highly excited states of
interacting systems are extremely important in both the-
ory and experiment. Such a metastable state can exist in
the strong interacting bosons in 1D, referred to the super
Tonks-Girardeau gas, which was predicted theoretically
by Astrakharchik et al. [29] using Monte Carlo simu-
lations and later by Batchelor, Guan and collaborators
using the integrable interacting Bose gas with attractive
interactions [30]. In a surprising experiment, Haller et

al. [31] made a breakthrough by observing the stable
highly excited gas-like state–the super Tonks-Girardeau
gas in the strongly attractive regime of bosonic Cesium
atoms. This observation has improved our understand-
ing of quantum dynamics in many-body physics [53, 125–
127]. A physical intuition for the super Tonks-Girardeau
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FIG. 8: Experimental setup for quantum holonomy. (A)
The schematic illustration of the arrays of 1D traps in a 2D
optical lattice. The dipoles angle θ along the axial direction
can be changed by external magnetic field. (B) The effective
1D scattering length a1D (red dashed lines) and interaction
strength g1D (blue solid lines) can be tuned by the confine-
induced-resonances through the applied field. The two res-
onance positions (dot-dashed lines) are showed for the two
cycles of quantum holonomy. The numbers and letters indi-
cate the measured positions for the energy per particle shown
in Fig. 9. Figure from [32].

gas is its metastable gas-like state with a stronger Fermi-
like pressure than for free fermions which prevents a
collapse of atoms in the strongly attractive interaction
regime [125, 128–130]. From the Bethe ansatz, we ob-
serve that the energy at the limits c → ±∞ is analytic,
where the compressibility given by

1

κ
= 2π2n− 16π2

c
n2+

80π2

c2
n3+

(
64

3
π2 − 320

)
n4

c3
. (63)

is alway positive. Therefore such state is stable against
collapse in the strongly attractive regime, even for the
whole attractive regime. The energy of the super Tonks-
Girardeau state can be increased smoothly when the at-
traction is ramped down to the noninteracting limit. A
next cycle with an energy pumping can be repeated over
the last cycle. This phenomenon is now called quantum
holonomy [127].

Such exotic quantum holonomy was surprisingly
demonstrated in a recent experiment did by B L Lev’s
group in Stanford University [32] using the 1D Bose gas
of dysprosium atoms with dipole-dipole interactions. The
relevant Hamiltonian is given by

H = − ~
2

2m

N∑

j=1

∂2

∂x2j
+

∑

a≤i<j≤N

[g1Dδ(xi − xj)

+V 1D
DDI(θ, xi − xj)

]
, (64)

where g1D(B) = 2~2/(ma1D(B)) is tunable by control-
ling the confine-induced-resonance. The dipole-dipole in-
teraction V 1D

DDI essentially depends on the atomic dipole
aligned angle θ by applying an external magnetic field
to polarize dipoles through the scale factor (1− 3 cos2 θ),
see Fig. 8. In the absence of the dipole-dipole interac-
tion, the model (64) reduces to the Lieb-Liniger model

(2). In this experiment, two cycles of quantum holon-
omy were demonstrated through tuning the interaction
strength g1D. The ensemble comprises an array of about
1000 1D optical traps with about 30− 40 atoms per tube
from the edge to the central tubes.

FIG. 9: Energy per particle for two cycles of quantum
holonomy. The energies per particle were measured for the
quasi-1D trapped Bose gas of dysprosium atoms with dipole-
dipole interactions at different interaction strengths in the
two pumping cycles. The black circles (blue squares) stand
for the measured positions of g1D in the repulsive (attractive
) regimes in the two cycles. The dotted (solid) lines are the
Bethe ansatz solution simulation (4) for the model without
the dipole-dipole interaction. The arrows indicate the pump-
ing direction. Different interaction strengths were indicated
by the numbers (1, 2, · · · , 5) and the letters (a, b, · · · , e) in
Fig. 8. Figure from [32].

This experiment elegantly created a hierarchy quan-
tum pumping by cyclically changing the short range in-
teracting g1D in the quasi-1D trapped Bose gas (64) for
a fixed angle θ = 900, see Fig. 9, where the per particle
energy against the dimensionless interaction strength |γ|
was measured through time-of-flight images. The authors
demonstrated that the energy of the first cycle Tonks-
Girardeau gas at the positive infinite repulsion limit is
identical to the one of the second cycle super Tonks-
Girardeau gas at the negative infinite repulsion limit. In
contrast to the previous experiment with Cesium atoms
by Haller et al. [31], the dipole-dipole interaction at the
”magic” angle θ = 900 can stablize the super Tonks-
Girardeau state at finitely strong attractions. Here the
dipole-dipole interaction breaks the quantum integrabil-
ity. However, such quantum holonomy does not seem to
restrict to the integrable model. We would like to re-
mark that this quantum holonomy can occur in 1D Bose
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gases because a full fermionization of interacting bosons
at infinite strong interaction limit happens only in 1D.
So that such highly excited states may analytically con-
nect to the non-interaction limit. Nevertheless, the su-
per Tonks-Girardeau states can occur in 1D interacting
bosons and fermions, and p-wave interacting Fermi gases
[131, 132].

IV.5. Luttinger liquids and Quantum criticality in

Lieb-Liniger Gases

In 2011, Guan and Batchelor [102] calculated universal
scaling functions of thermodynamics of the Lieb-Liniger
Bose gas. The scaling behaviour of the thermodynamics
of such an interacting Bose gas can be used to map out
the criticality of the 1D model of ultracold atoms in ex-
periment. The expression for the equation of state allows
the exploration of Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid physics
and quantum criticality in an arguably simple quantum
system, see discussion of Lieb-Liniger Bose gas in Sec-
tion II. At zero temperature, a quantum transition from
vacuum to the TLL occurs when the chemical potential
µ approaches to the critical point µc = 0. The equation
of the state is given by the universal scaling form of the
density

n(T, µ) ≈ n0(T ) + T d/z+1−1/νzF
(
µ− µc

T 1/νz

)
, (65)

where the background density n0(T ) ∼ 0 in the limit
T → 0. The scaling function F(x) = − 1

2
√
π
Li1/2(−ex)

reads off the dynamic critical exponent z = 2, and the
correlation length exponent ν = 1/2. The universal
scaling functions of compressibility κ and specific heat
c̃v = cv/T are given by

κ = κ0(T ) + T d/z+1−2/νzK
(
µ− µc

T 1/νz

)
, (66)

c̃v = c̃0(T ) + T d/z+1−2/νzC
(
µ− µc

T 1/νz

)
,

where the regular parts κ0(T ) = c̃0(T ) = 0 for the sys-
tem in low temperature limit and the scaling functions
K(x) = − 1

2
√
π
Li−1/2(x) and C(x) = − 3

8
√
π
Li−1/2(x).

The low-lying excitations present the phonon disper-
sion ∆E(p) = vsp in the long-wavelength limit, i.e.
p → 0. In this limit, the following effective Hamiltonian
[172, 173]

H =

∫
dx

(
πvsK

2
Π2 +

vs
2πK

(∂xφ)
2

)
, (67)

essentially describes the low-energy physics of the Lieb–
Liniger gas, where the canonical momenta Π conjugate
to the phase φ obeying the standard Bose commutation
relations [φ(x),Π(y)] = iδ(x − y). ∂xφ is proportional to

the density fluctuations. In this effective Hamiltonian,
vs/K fixes the energy for the change of density. From
the Bosonization approach, the leading order of one-
particle correlation 〈ψ†(x)ψ(0)〉 ∼ 1/x1/2K is uniquely
determined by the Luttinger parameter K. The Lut-
tinger parameter is given by the ratio of sound velocity
to stiffness, namely,

K =
vs
vN

=
π√

3e0(γ)− 2γ de0(γ)
dγ + 1

2γ
2 d2e0(γ)

dγ2

, (68)

where vs is the sound velocity and vN is the stiffness.
They are defined by

vN =
L

π~

∂2E

∂N2
, vs =

√
L2

mN

∂2E

∂L2
. (69)

In the TLL phase, the momentum distribution is given
by [174]

n(k) ≃ A(K)Re

[
Γ(1/4K + iklφ(T )/2K)

Γ(1− 1/4K + iklφ(T )/2K)

]
, (70)

where A(K) is a K-dependent parameter, and lφ(T ) =
~
2ρ0/(mT ) is the phase correlation length, see [174].

context, the particle density in QC obeys a universal scaling

law, as ; TÞ ¼
the dimensionality is

function [5]

Such a universal scaling law is extracted from the

density profiles at temperatures ranging from 17.9(4) nK

to 74.4(7) nK. As shown in Fig.

critical point using that the scaled density becomes temper-

ature independent at

temperatures intersect at the critical point. The critical

exponents and

feature of the rescaled density profiles

measurements fall into a single curve with

and [Fig.

the quantum critical scaling. Here the uncertainties corre-

spond to a 95% confidence level. The critical exponents
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FIG. 10: (a) Left: Experimental setup–the quasi-1D trapped
Lieb-Liniger gas consists of an array of tubes created by
a blue-detuned “pancake” lattice and a red-detuned retro-
reflected lattice; Right: the density profile was measured by
in situ absorption imaging at the temperature T = 27.6(5)nK,
showing an agreement with the prediction of the Yang-Yang
thermodynamics equation (7). (b) Quantum scaling of the
dimensionless density: at different temperatures the densi-
ties intersect at the critical point µc = 0. The experimental
data (symbols) agrees with the theoretical prediction (solid
curves) from (65). (c) At different temperatures, the dimen-

sionless densities against argument µ̃/T̃ 1/νz collapse into a
single curve around µc = 0. Figure from [49].

In a recent paper [49], the quantum criticality and Lut-
tinger liquid behaviour of the quasi-1D trapped ultracold
87Rb atoms were measured by in situ absorption imaging.
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In contrast to the usual 3D lattice arrays of 1D tubes, in
this experiment, the density profiles were obtained by
in situ absorption imaging of single tubes on a single 2D
layer. The density and other thermodynamic scaling laws
were obtained at different temperatures and chemical po-
tentials by using a high-resolution microscope. Fig. 10
shows the experimental setting and the critical scaling
of the density, see [49]. Here the dimensionless density
ñ = n/c was the function of dimensionless chemical po-
tential µ̃ = µ/(~2c2/2m) and dimensionless temperature
T̃ = kBT/(~

2c2/2m) with c = −2/a1D. The intersec-
tion and collapse of density showed in (b) and (c) in the
Fig. 10 confirmed the universal scaling law (65).
In Fig. 11, the universal phase diagram of criticality

was obtained from the measurement of the specific heat
in T −µ plane. It was found that two crossover branches
significantly distinguished the quantum critical regime
from the classical gas (CG) and the TLL phase. The mea-
sured double-peak structure of the specific heat (filled
dots) coincides with the theoretical prediction (dashed
lines) based on the TBA equation (7), see Fig. 11 (a).
In figure (b), the measured momentum distribution at
low temperature shows the power-law behavior, confirm-
ing the existence of the TLL. In particular, the momen-
tum distribution in logarithmic scale had the asymptotic
power-law decay with the slope −1 + 1/2K at large mo-
menta (k > 40/lφ), see [49]. Indeed, the experimental
result agrees well with the theoretical prediction [174].
A remark made on the determination of the TLL in this
Lieb-Liniger gas [49] and the arrays of Josephson junc-
tion [175] by T. Giamarchi [176] is very inspiring:
“By providing a remarkable experimental demonstration
of several so-far-elusive aspects of TLL theory, these two
new studies confirm that TLL theory now plays the same
key role in 1D systems that Fermi-liquid theory plays in
our understanding of 2D and 3D condensed-matter sys-
tems. Without a doubt, this research will open new chap-
ters in the TLL field by inspiring studies that examine
how other perturbations (coupling between different 1D
chains, spin-orbit coupling, and the like) can lead to novel
and potentially exotic states in 1D materials.”

IV.6. Can Quantum Statistics Be Fractional?

The Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics play a
key role in modern quantum statistical mechanics. Now
it is well established that they are not the only possi-
ble forms of quantum statistics [177], for example, any-
onic statistics can occur in excitations in 2D electronic
systems, see early studies [178–181]. In this regard, a
fractional exclusion statistics (FES) was introduced by
F D M Haldane in 1991 [182]. By counting the Hilbert
space dimensionality for available single-particle states
in a quantum system, the number of the available states
(holes) Nh,α of species α decreases as particles (∆Np,β )

FIG. 11: Upper panel: Contour plot of the dimensionless
specific heat c̃v = cv/(kB c) in T − µ plane. The filled dots
denoted experimental data of the specific heat peaks that re-
markably mark two critical crossover temperatures in excel-
lent agreement with the prediction from the TBA equation
(7). Lower panel: Momentum distribution of the quasi-1D
trapped Lieb-Liniger gas. The red circles and blue squares de-
note the experimental momentum distributions at T = 40(1)
nK and a classical gas at T = 209(1) nK , respectively. The
red solid curve is the theoretical prediction from (70) with
the Luttinger parameter K = ~πn/mvs. The red dashed
line approximately indicates a power-law decay with the slope
−1 + 1/2K ∼ −1.66, showing a typical TLL correlation. For
the ideal Bose gas, the blue solid curve gives the Gaussian
distribution. Figure from [49].

of species β are added to the system via

∆Nh,α = −
∑

β

gαβ∆Np,β , (71)

where the FES parameter gαβ is independent of the parti-
cle numbers Np,β, but essentially depends on the species
α and β. Now it is called Haldane’s mutual FES. After
Haldane’s work [182], Y S Wu [183] and other physi-
cists [184, 185] further formulated the Haldane’s FES.
For a non-mutual FES, the parameter gαβ = gδα,β . It
is obvious that the Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statis-
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tics correspond to the non-mutual FES with g = 0 and
1, respectively. The FES has been used for the study
of macroscopic properties in several 1D systems, includ-
ing Calogero-Sutherland model of particles interacting
through a 1/r2 potential [186, 187], the Lieb-Liniger Bose
gases [188], and anyonic gases with delta-function inter-
action [189, 190].

On the other hand, critical phenomena in nature are
ubiquitous. The quantum criticality of the Lieb-Liniger
gas which was observed in [49] reveals a generic feature
of continuous phase transition in interacting many-body
systems. This feature can be commonly found in other
systems, like 1D Heisenberg spin chain [191] as well as
higher dimensional quantum systems [192, 193]. Here
we ventured to ask if universal nature of quantum criti-
cality can exist beyond the scaling functions and renor-
malization sense? In a recent paper [95], based on ex-
act solutions, quantum Monte Carlo simulations, and ex-
periments, Zhang et al. demonstrated that macroscopic
physical properties of 1D and 2D Bose gases at quan-
tum criticality can be determined by a simple non-mutual
FES.
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FIG. 12: Evidences for the non-mutual FES in the 1D Bose
gases (2) at a quantum critical point µ = µc = 0. (a) Critical
entropy per particle Sc/N v.s. the dimensionless interaction
strength c̃. The thermodynamical Bethe ansatz solution (cir-
cles) is in excellent agreement with the QMC computations
(diamonds) and experiments (squares and triangles, from
Refs. [28, 49]. (b) Power-law scaling of Sc/N with respect
to the transformed interaction Ctr. The dotted line denotes
the fermionization limit value of A∞,1D. Here β = 0.298(2),
c̃1 = 0.772(5) and gmax = 1, showing a full fermionization
in the Tonks-Girardeau limit. (c), (d), (e) Other thermody-
namic observables of the Lieb-Liniger gas also agree well with
those of ideal particles obeying the FES. Figure from [95].

The FES has a long history of intensive studies, but
its experimental realization in physical systems is very
rare. Zhang et al. [95] found that the non-mutual FES
depicts the particle-hole symmetry breaking in 1D and
2D interacting Bose gases at a quantum critical point,

see Fig. 12. In fact, in the vicinity of a quantum crit-
ical point, the system is strongly correlated with large
characteristic lengths in real space. Thus in momentum
space, the quasi-momentum cells become decoupled into
nearly independent cells in which the densities of holes
ρh(k) and particles ρh(k) satisfy the following relation

ρh(k) + gρ(k) = dsp, (72)

where dsp = 1/(2π)D is the bare dimensionality of states
in the unit cell of phase-space for a D-dimensional sys-
tem. This form of particle-hole excitations can be found
precisely from the Bethe ansatz equations for the Lieb-
Liniger model [194]. It is obvious that particle-hole sym-
metry is broken in Eq. (72).

The physical properties of the system can be calculated
through the simple distribution function of ideal particle
with a non-mutual FES

f(ǫ) =
1

w(ǫ) + g
, wg(1 + w)1−g = exp

(
ǫ− µ

T

)
. (73)

Here µ and T denoted the chemical potential and temper-
ature. Moreover, the number density and energy density
are given by n =

∫
G(ǫ)f(ǫ)dǫ and e =

∫
G(ǫ)f(ǫ)ǫdǫ,

where the density of states per volume is given by G(ǫ) =
1/(2π

√
ǫ) in 1D and 1/4π for 2D non-relativistic parti-

cles. It is surprising to find that a simple one-to-one
correspondence between the interaction strength c in the
quantum many-body systems and the statistical param-
eter g can be given by

g = gmaxCtr, (74)

where gmax = 1 is the maximum statistic parameter for
the model with an infinitely strong interaction. The
transformed interaction parameter is given by Ctr =
c̃/c̃1

c̃/c̃1+1 . Here the dimensionless interaction strength is

given by c̃ = c/
√
T for 1D Lieb-Liniger gas and c̃1 is con-

stant. They found the critical entropy per particle had a
power-law dependence on the transformed parameter via
Sc/(NkB) = A∞Cβ

tr, here A∞ = 3
2Li3/2(−1)Li1/2(−1),

and β ≈ 0.298(1) for the Lieb-Liniger model. The overall
good agreement with existing experimental data [28, 49],
thermodynamic Bethe ansatz solution (7) and QMC sim-
ulation for the thermal properties: critical entropy per
particle, dimensionless density and pressure was observed
in Fig. 12. It held true for the 2D Bose gas, see a detailed
analysis in [95]. This research raises the question: can
macroscopic thermodynamic properties be determined by
the non-mutual FES which is described by interaction-
induced particle-hole symmetry breaking for the second
order quantum phase transition in all dimensions?
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FIG. 13: Upper panel: A schematic demonstration of the sep-
aration of a holon and the spin configuration defect (spinons).
The spin-charge decofinement was observed by monitoring the
evolutions of the holons and the spin after a local quench.
Lower panel: The quasiparticle sound velocities of holons and
spinons. (A) The width of hole density distribution 〈nh

i 〉 (blue
circles) and the nearest-neighbour spin correlation cĩ(x̃ = 1)
(red circles). Their dynamics agrees with the quantum walk
of a single particle in density evolution and the antiferromag-
netic Heisenberg chain with a light-cone-like propagation, re-
spectively. (B) and (C) show the charge and spin velocities
against the hopping parameter t/h and the effective spin ex-
change J/h interaction for the 1D strong repulsive Hubbard
model. Here h is the Planck’s constant. Figure from [58].

IV.7. Interacting Fermions in 1D: Spin-Charge

Separation

The TLL theory describes universal low energy physics
of strongly correlated systems of electrons, spins, bosons
and fermions in 1D [173]. The TLL theory usually refers
to the collective motion of bosons that is significantly
different from the free fermion nature of the quasiparti-
cles in higher dimensions. Such collective nature in 1D
many-body systems with internal degrees of freedom re-
sults in remarkable physics, i.e. the so called spin-charge
separation–elementary excitations dissolve into fractional
spin and charge modes with different propagating veloci-
ties. The spin-charge separation as a hallmark of unique
1D many-body phenomenon has a long history of study
in literature. In solid state materials, evidences for the
spin-charge separation were observed in conductance or
thermodynamics [195–200]. However, a definite observa-

tion of the such phenomenon in term of the Luttinger
liquid is still challenging.
Very recently, the separation of a holon from the two-

neighbour spin defect caused by a local quench dynamics
of removing a single particle from an initial Mott state
in 1D Hubbard model was studied in Ref. [58]. A single
atom was simultaneously removed from each chain by us-
ing an elliptically shaped near-resonant laser. After such
a quench, an obvious difference in the dynamics of spin
and charge degrees of freedom was monitored. Conse-
quently, the speed difference between the single hole and
the spin configuration defect caused by a quench dynam-
ics was verified, see Fig. 13. The dynamical spin-charge
separation in the upper panel of Fig. 13 was interpreted
by a quantum walk of single hole in charge sector and the
subsequent evolution of spin configuration induced by the
local quench in the center of the 1D lattices. Such dy-
namical evolutions of independent excitations in charge
(holon) and spin (spinon) appear to give two indepen-
dent propagating velocities, see the lower panel of the
Fig. 13. The dynamics of holons is read off from the
specially resolved hole density distribution 〈nh

i 〉 in each
Hubbard chain, here i labels the lattice sizes. Whereas,
the dynamics of spinons was measured by the nearest-
neighbour spin correlation

cĩ(x̃ = 1) = 4〈Ŝz
i Ŝ

z
i+1〉 − 〈Ŝz

i 〉〈Ŝz
i+1〉 (75)

in the squeezed space, see Figure 2 in [58]. For a strong
interaction, it can be captured by the dynamics of an
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. The spin velocity
is proportional to the effective spin exchange coupling
constant J/h.
The speed difference in the propagation of the single

hole and the spinons induced by their quench dynamics
provided an evidence for the spin-charge separation phe-
nomenon. However, it does not mean a confirmation of
the spin-charge separation phenomenon described by the
Luttinger theory. The spin-charge separation theory sig-
nificantly involves collective motion of bosons in charge
and spin degrees of freedom, i.e. the elementary low en-
ergy excitations of the system dissolve into two Luttinger
liquids which solely carry either spin or charge. Scien-
tifically speaking, a conclusive observation of the spin-
charge separation predicted by the Luttinger liquid the-
ory requires: 1) identification of the fractional collective
excitation spectra of charge and spin; 2) confirmation of
the Luttinger liquid theory in terms of spin and charge
correlation functions; 3) determination of spin and charge
sound velocities and their Luttinger parameters.
Towards this goal, a recent theoretical study of the

Yang-Gaudin model (10) discussed the microscopic ori-
gin of the spin-charge separation and gave a proposal
for experimental measurement of this phenomenon [201].
Following this theoretical scheme, R. Hulet group from
Rice University with his theoretical collaborators has ob-
served the independent spin and charge density waves
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in this model with tunable repulsive interaction [96]. In
this experiment, the spin and charge density waves which
were encoded by their dynamical correlation functions
not only confirm the nature of the Luttinger liquids of
spin and charge, but also the nonlinear effects due to the
band curvature in charge excitation and backward scat-
tering spin excitation.
Before introducing a new experimental observation of

spin-charge separation in the Yang-Gaudin model [96],
here we first recall several concepts of the TLL theory
which is used to describe the low energy physics of the
Yang-Gaudin model. Following the notation in the book
[173], the effective Hamiltonian for the linear charge and
spin excitations reads

HLL =
1

2π

∫
dx

[
uρKρ(πΠρ(x))

2 +
uρ
Kρ

(∇φρ(x))2
]

+
1

2π

∫
dx

[
uσKσ(πΠσ(x))

2 +
uσ
Kσ

(∇φσ(x))2
]
, (76)

where φρ and φσ represent the two independent bosonic
fields. In the above equations, the fields φν and its canon-
ically conjugate momentum Πν obeys the standard Bose
communication relations , i.e. [φν ,Πµ] = iδνµδ(x − y)
with ν, µ = c, σ. The Πµ = ∂xθν(x)/π stands for the
variation of a bosonic field θν(x). This effective Hamil-
tonian characterizes the long distance asymptotic decay
of correlation function for the 1D Fermi gas. The coef-
ficients for different processes are given phenomenologi-
cally in [173]. The susceptibilities of charge and spin are
defined by

χρρ(q, ω) = −i
∫
dt dxei(ωt−qx)θ(t)〈[ρ(x, t), ρ(0, 0)]〉,(77)

χσσ(q, ω) = −i
∫
dt dxei(ωt−qx)θ(t)〈[σ(x, t), σ(0, 0)]〉,(78)

where the charge density and spin density are defined by

ρ(r) =
1√
2
[ρ↑(r) + ρ↓(r)] ,

σ(r) =
1√
2
[ρ↑(r) − ρ↓(r)] .

From the bosonization approach, if q ≪ kF , the two dy-
namic response functions can be obtained by only con-
sidering the contributions of the variations ∇φρ(r) and
∇φσ(r) in charge and spin densities, namely

χρρ(q, ω) =
q2Kρuρ

π((uρq)2 − (ω + iǫ)2)
, (79)

χσσ(q, ω) =
q2Kσuσ

π((uρq)2 − (ω + iǫ)2)
. (80)

Here Kρ,σ are the Luttinger parameter for charge and
spin, respectively.
However, the interplay between the spin and charge

degrees of freedom leads to subtle difference in effects of

band curvatures in these fractionalized spin and charge
excitations. Such nonlinearity dispersions in spin and
charge degrees of freedom require the newly developed
nonlinear TLL theory [202, 203]. Whereas for charge sec-
tor in the low temperature regime, i.e., T ≪ TF = mv2F /2
and q ≪ kF , the broadening of the charge DSF associ-
ated the dispersion curvature q2 terms can be well ap-
proximated by the imaginary part of the density-density
correlation function for free fermions [204, 205]. The
charge DSF of 1D noninteracting homogeneous Fermi gas
is given by [205]

S(q, ω) =
Imχ(q, ω, kF , T,N)

π(1− e−β~ω)
, (81)

where χ is the dynamic polarizability, its imaginary part
can be written by

Imχ(q, ω, kF , T,N) =
Nm∗

2~2qkF
π(nq− − nq+) (82)

with

q± =
ωm∗

~q
± q

2
, nq =

1

eβ(ε−µ) + 1
, ε =

~
2q2

2m∗ . (83)

Here m∗ is the effective mass of the interacting fermions
[201].
In the paper [204], R G Pereira and E Sela derived

the nonlinear effects in term of the spin-charge cou-
pling. It turns out that the backward scattering term
Hbackward = 2g1

(2πα)2

∫
dx cos(

√
8φσ) in spin sector is the

next leading order contribution to the low energy excita-
tions. The parameter α is a short-distance cutoff. The
effective Hamiltonian for the spin excitation in low en-
ergy limit can be given by

Hσ =
1

2π

∫
dx

[
uσKσ(πΠσ(x))

2 +
uσ
Kσ

(∇φσ(x))2
]

+
2g1

(2πα)2

∫
dx cos(

√
8φσ). (84)

The spin DSF, at zero temperature, is a δ-function peak
at ω = vsq. However, at low temperatures, one does
not have a similar approximation of the DSF in term of
noninteracting spinless fermions. Nevertheless, by con-
sidering the g1 interaction, the propagator of the dressed
spin bosons is given by [204]

S̃(q, iω) =
1

4π

q

iω − vsq −
∑

(q, iω, T )
, (85)

here
∑

(q, iω, T ) is the self-energy of spin bosons. It is
straightforward to obtain the spin DSF

Imχ =
2Ksτs(T )

π[τs(T )(w − vsq)]2 + π
. (86)

We assumed that the real part of the retarded self-energy
is zero, whereas τs is given in term of the imaginary part
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FIG. 14: Upper panel: Bragg spectral signal SC(q, ω) v.s.
detuning frequency ω for the quasi-1D trapped Yang-Gaudin
model (10)). Normalized Bragg data, which are related to the
charge DSF SC(q, ω) (symbols), are in good agreement with
theoretical simulation from Eq. (81) (solid curves) for the
range of 3D scattering length a from 0 to 400 a0. In theoretical
simulation a global temperature T = 200 nK and the local
density approximation were used. Lower panel: The peak
frequency (left vertical axis) and sound velocity (right vertical
axis) v.s. the scattering length for a = 0, 100, 200, 300, 400
a0. The corresponding values of the effective dimensionless
interaction γ∗ in the center of the tube with the most probable
number were shown in horizontal axis. The black dashed
line is the Bethe ansatz theoretical value for each interaction
strength. Figure from [45].

of
∑

(q, iω, T )

Im
∑

q

= − 1

τs(T )
= −π

2
[g(T )]

2
kBT, (87)

where the renormalization coupling constant g(T ) can be
determined by [58]

g(T ) ≈ g

1 + g ln(TF /T )
(88)

with TF ∼ mv2F and g=g1/(πvs), here g1 = c is the
interaction strength of the model.

FIG. 15: Upper panel: Bragg spectra v.s. detuning frequency
ω/2π for the charge and spin density waves. The normalized
Bragg signals SC(q, ω) (red triangles)(symbols) and SS(q, ω)
(blue circles) are in good agreement with theoretical simula-
tion (solid curves) for the range of 3D scattering length a from
0 to 500 a0 and for a global temperature T = 250 nK. The
long vertical dashed line shows the extracted peak frequency
ωp for the non-interacting case (gray), and the short vertical
dashed lines indicate the strongest probed interactions for the
spin- and the charge-modes, respectively. Lower panel: Spin-
charge separation. The peaks of measured Bragg spectra for
charge (red triangles) and spin (blue circles) agree well with
theoretical velocities (red and blue dashed lines) for the range
of 3D scattering length a ranging from 0 to 500 a0. Figure
from [96].

Using Bragg beams to excite charge and spin excita-
tions with the momentum transfer to the system from
the Bragg beams is given by

P (q, ω) ∝
(

1

∆2
↑
+

1

∆2
↓

)
S↑↑ +

2

∆↑∆↓
S↑↓, (89)
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where ∆σ is the relative detuning of the Bragg beam
with respect to each spin state. For charge excitation
in experimental setting with ∆↑ ≈ ∆↓ ≫ ∆↑↓, here
∆↑↓ is the splitting energy between the two spin states,
then the momentum transfer P (q, ω) ∝ SC(q, ω) for
the change density wave. Whereas for spin excitations,
∆↑ = −∆↓ = |∆↑↓|/2, then the momentum transfer
P (q, ω) ∝ SS(q, ω). In the above equations, the charge-
and spin-density DSF are given by

SC,S(q, ω) ≡ 2 [S↑↑(q, ω)± S↑↓(q, ω)] . (90)

The two independent DSFs S↑↑ and S↑↓ can be calcu-
lated from the dynamic polarizability discussed above.
At finite temperatures, the momentum transfer is mod-
ified accordingly as P (q, ω) ∝ S(q, ω) − S(−q,−ω) =
S(q, ω)(1− exp(−~ω/kBT )), see [96].

The excitation spectrum of the charge density wave
of the Yang-Gaudin model (10) was experimentally ob-
served for various interaction strengths by R. Hulet group
at Rice university [45]. In this paper they directly mea-
sured the charge DSF for a fixed momentum q ≃ 0.2KF

in the ensemble of 6Li atoms in the two energetically hy-
perfine sublevels |1〉 and |2〉 (|F = 1,MF = ±1/2), see
Fig 14. They were for first time to demonstrate experi-
mentally that the charge excitation in the 1D interacting
fermions can be approximately described by the DSF of
free fermions (81). The agreement between the Bragg
signal and theoretical simulation can be seen in Fig 14.
They further showed that the velocities read off from the
Bragg peak frequency agreed with the results obtained
from Bethe ansatz [15]. The significance of this observa-
tion is the manifestation of the Luttinger liquid nature
in the collective charge excitation.

In contrast to the Bragg spectroscopy for the charge
excitation, the measurements of the spin Bragg spectra
requires that the Bragg photons must be much closer
detuned from resonance with the chosen excited state
than for the charge-mode measurement. In the recent
experiment [96], a spin-balanced mixture of 6Li atoms
was realized in an anisotropic optical trap. In this work,
by applying a pair of Bragg beams on the sample in a 200
µs pulse, the spin and charge DSFs were independently
measured for the quasi-1D trapped Yang-Gaudin Fermi
gases, see Fig. 15. By using the pseudo-spin-1/2 states |1〉
and |3〉, the detuning from the excited state was reduced
by about a factor of two, and the rate of spontaneous
emission is correspondingly reduced. More significantly,
however, the rate of spontaneous emission was reduced
further by using the narrow 2S − 3P3/2 (UV) transition
for the Bragg spectroscopy, rather than the usual 2S −
2P3/2 (red) transition. Thus the decay linewidth of the
3P3/2 state is approximately 8 times narrower than the
2P3/2 state [205, 254], resulting in a total reduction of
spontaneous emission for a given Bragg signal by a factor
of 16, in comparison to the previous experiment [45].

To measure the spin Bragg spectra, they chose the
states |1〉 and |3〉 as the pseudo-spin-1/2 states in or-
der to decrease the detuning of the Bragg beams from
resonance to reduce the spontaneous emission rate.
The Fig. 15 shows the measured (symbols) and cal-

culated (solid lines) Bragg spectra for both spin and
charge modes in the range of the interactions with the
3D scattering length a from 0 to 500 a0, here a0 is the
Bohr radius. The Bragg signal was compared with the
calculated charge and spin spectra by invoking the lo-
cal density approximation, showing excellent agreement
between experimental data and theoretical simulations
of the charge and spin DSFs from the Eqs. (82) and
(86). This agreement significantly confirms the linear
Luttinger liquid dynamical correlations with the nonlin-
ear contributions from the curvature effect in charge de-
gree of freedom and backward scattering effect in spin
degree of freedom. Moreover, the frequency at which
the Bragg signal reaches a maximum, ωp, corresponds to
the values of the sound velocities of charge and spin via
vp = ωp/q, in the ensemble of 1D tubes. The lower panel
of the Fig. 15 shows agreement between the velocities ex-
tracted from the peak frequencies (symbols) and theoret-
ical ones (dashed lines) obtained from the Bethe ansatz
solution. The hallmark of the 1D many-body physics–
spin-charge separation has been elegantly confirmed in
this work. A more detailed study of such novel phe-
nomenon, see [96, 201], also the pedagogical book [173].

Experimental measurements of phase diagram and
pairing of two-component ultracold 6Li atoms trapped
in an array of 1D tubes were reported in [34, 40]. The
trapped fermionic atomic gas was demonstrated a spin
population imbalance caused by a difference in the num-
bers of spin-up and spin-down atoms. Such a novel
phase diagram was further investigated by the 1D to 3D
crossover of the Yang-Gaudin model with tunable inter-
action strengths [40].

IV.8. Multicomponent Interacting Fermions With

Tunable Spin

Fermionic alkaline-earth atoms exhibit an exact SU(w)
spin symmetry [151, 152]. This discovery has led to rich
experimental developments [153–156], including Kondo
spin-exchange physics [157, 158], SU(w) fermionic Hub-
bard model [243, 244] and Tomonaga-Luttinger liq-
uid (TLL) [41] etc. Such multicomponent interact-
ing fermions provide an ideal platform to simulate un-
usual symmetries in nature. The interplay between
the symmetries and interaction leads to striking fea-
tures of quantum dynamics, thermodynamics as well as
magnetocaloric-like effects see recent new developments
[42, 241, 242, 245]. The ultracold alkaline-earth atomic
gases also provide promising applications in quantum
precision measurements.
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FIG. 16: Upper panel: Experimental realization of 1D ultra-
cold Fermi gases of 173Yb atoms with tunable SU(w) sym-
metry. The ensemble of 2D lattice arrays of 1D wires is set
for the degree changes from w = 1 to w = 6. Lower panel:
The momentum distribution n(k) of the 1D Fermi gas with
different spin degrees of freedom. The curves in different color
shows degree changes from w = 1 to w = 6. Here the number
of particles in each spin state is the same. The dashed line
is the theoretical result of the momentum distribution for the
free Fermi gas. Figure from [41].

In term of quantum integrability, non-diffraction in
the many-particle scattering process displays subtle frac-
tional spin, charge excitations and criticality in the inte-
grable models of interacting fermions with higher sym-
metries, see review [15]. In this scenario, the charge ex-
citation mode of fermionic atoms confined to quasi-1D
tubes has been previously measured for the 1D SU(w)
Fermi gas with a fixed interaction [41]. In this experi-
ment, the authors realized an ensemble of 1D wires of re-
pulsive SU(w) Fermi gases of 173Yb ultracold atoms with
tunable degree w from w = 1 to w = 6. The pure nuclear

spin I = 5/2 results in spin independent interaction such
that the system has up to SU(6) symmetry, see the up-
per panel in Fig. 16. The authors in [41] demonstrated
the role of the spin degrees of freedom by measuring the
momentum distribution n(k) for w = 1 to w = 6. They
observed that the broadening of the momentum distri-
bution with a reduction of the weight at low momentum
and slower decay at the large momentum tails when the
number of spin components increases, see the lower panel
in Fig. 16. To understand this feature, we see that the
ground state energies for the 1D SU(w) Fermi gases with
weak and strong repulsions [163]

E ≈ π2n3

3w2
+ c(w − 1)n2/w +O(c2), (91)

E ≈ n3π2

3

{
1− 4Z1

γ
+

12Z2
1

γ2
− 32

γ3

(
Z3
1 − Z3π

2

15

)}
(92)

have less Fermi kinetic energy when the spin degrees
increase. In the above equation Z1 = − 1

w

[
ψ( 1

w ) + C
]

and Z3 = w−3
[
ζ(3, 1

w )− ζ(3)
]
. Here ζ(z, q) and ζ(z)

are the Riemann ζ functions, ψ(p) denotes the Euler ψ
function, C denotes the Euler constant. Therefore, the
Fermi gas with larger internal degrees of freedom has less
Fermi pressure. Consequently, the trapped SU(w) Fermi
gases in the same axial trapping potential would be more
spreading in momentum distribution with increasing the
component w.
In work [41], by measuring the square ratio of the

breathing frequency ωB to the trapped axial frequency
ωx, i.e. β = (ωB/ωx)

2, the authors further demonstrated
an important feature that the ground state energy of the
1D multi-component Fermi gases reduces to the one of
the spinless Bose gas. The ratio square β reflects this
feature of the ground state energy, see [165]. Their ex-
perimental observation can be understood by the calcu-
lation of the parameter β via the ground state energy of
the model. The ground state energy given by (91) and
(92) reduce to the one of the Lieb-Liniger gas when we
take w → ∞. For a strong repulsion and in this limit
w → ∞, it was observed [100] that the spin velocity vs
vanishes while the charge velocity vc turns to the one for
the Lieb-Liniger Bose gas, namely,

vs =
4π3n2

3wc
(1− 6g0n/c),

vc = 2πn(1− 4g0n/c). (93)

Here g0 = 1
w

(
ζ( 1

w − ζ(0)
)
. This clearly shows a strong

suppression of the Fermi exclusion statistics by the com-
mutativity feature among the w-component fermions
with different spin states, which was for the first time
found by Yang and You in [167] and confirmed by Guan
et al. [163]. This feature was recently confirmed in higher
dimensional ultracold atoms [42]. Although they also
measured the charge excitation spectrum for different
spin states by Bragg spectroscopy tuning, observation of
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the charge and spin velocities as well as the spin-charge
separation in the 1D multicomponent Fermi gases still
remains challenging.
In addition, the antiferromagnetic correlations in the

1D, 2D and 3D SU(w) Hubbard models were studied in
[244, 248–253]. Extending the SU(2) symmetry in the
Mott insulators of the Hubbard model to such higher
SU(w) symmetries could lead to richer magnetic order-
ing and magnetism than that of the usual electronic cor-
related systems. The 1D spinor bosonic Hubbard mod-
els have provided novel realizations of spin wave quasi-
particles (magnons) [91, 92], and antiferromagnetic cor-
relations [55]. Nevertheless, the multicomponent Fermi
and Bose gases with tunable mathematical symmetries
open to investigate fundamental many-body spin dynam-
ics and magnetism for future quantum technology, for
example, fractional heavy spinons and magnons in the
1D SU(w) Fermi and Bose gases have not observed in
experiment.

FIG. 17: (A) An experimental ensemble of 1D Bose gas of
Cesium atoms of the state |F,mF 〉 = |3, 3〉 with impurity
atoms of state |F,mF 〉 = |3, 2〉. The inset showed scattering
lengths between the host atoms |3, 3〉-|3, 3〉 and between host
atom and impurity |3, 3〉-|3, 2〉. The host atoms were levitated
against the gravitational force, whereas the gravitation force
F acted on the impurity atoms. (B) The excitation spectrum
of the impurity exhibited cosine-shaped curve (solid black),
whereas the particle-hole excitations of the host atoms had
a continuum spectra. When the impurity accelerated by the
gravitational force reached the edge of the Brillouin zone kF ,
the Bragg reflection of the impurity atom occurred, see the
inset, due to the absorption of the excitation with momentum
2kF by the host atoms without energy cost. Figure from [94].

The study of quantum physics of 1D integrable models
are rapidly developing. Recent developments of quan-
tum solvable models comprise new frontiers in various
fields such as atomic physics, condensed matter physics,
solid state materials and high energy physics, etc. Yang-
Baxter integrability also lays out new trends in quantum
information, quantum metrology and quantum technol-
ogy, ranging from quantum heat engine [206–211] and
quantum refrigeration [138, 212, 213] to quantum bat-
tery [214, 215], atomtronics [220], precision measure-
ment [221–224], quantum transport [226], quantum con-
trol [225] and quantum impurities [94, 216–219]. In
this short review, our aim was not to review all such
developments. Instead we briefly discussed some high-

lights: several Yang-Baxter solvable models, including
the Lieb-Liniger model [2], the Yang-Gaudin model [3, 4],
the SU(w) Fermi gases [6], the GHD theory, the Hal-
dane’s FES and compared them with recent novel ex-
periments. In particular, the newly developed theory
of GHD [71, 72] coming along with experimental obser-
vations of the quantum Newtons’s cradle and the cor-
responding description in terms of GHD has been dis-
cussed in details. Several other important experiments
on dynamical fermionization, quantum criticality, Lut-
tinger liquid, the Haldane’s fractional exclusion statistics,
quantum holonomy, spin-charge separation and quantum
impurity have been discussed and highlighted. It turns
out that integrable models of ultracold atoms provide an
ideal platform to experimentally study quantum dynam-
ics, hydrodynamics and thermodynamics at a many-body
level. Here an outlook is made for future research on the
Yang-Baxter integrability with ultracold atoms:

(a) Sensoring gravitational force: In a recent pa-
per [94], the Bloch oscillation of an impurity atom was
found in the continuum liquid of 1D interacting Bose
gas, see Fig. 17 (A). Adding an impurity atom with the
same mass m into a degenerate 1D gas of Cesium atoms
trapped in each tube of the 3D ensemble, F. Meinert et al.
observed Bloch oscillation in the dynamics of the impu-
rity atom of hyperfine state |F,mF 〉 = |3, 2〉, on which a
(dimensionless) gravitation force F = Fm/(~2n3

1D) acts,
here n1D was the density of the host atoms and F denoted
the gravitational force. It was remarkable to find that the
characteristic Bragg reflection occurred in the absence of
a lattice, which was considered the key setting for the
usual Bloch oscillations caused by periodic momentum
dependent eigenstates. That was mainly because the
magnon excitation had a collective cosine-shaped dis-
persion which resembled the conventional dispersion of
magnon in a 1D lattice, see Fig. 17 (B). The periodicity
was 2kF , where the Fermi momentum kF = n1Dπ. This
gave an effective Brillouin zone. The impurity atom thus
exhibited Bragg reflection at the edge of this Brillouin
zone. The excess momentum dissolved into particle-hole
excitations of the host atoms of the state |F,mF 〉 = |3, 3〉.
Although the observed Bloch oscillations in such interact-
ing 1D Bose gas were not perfect due to the strong many-
body correlation effects, the experiment holds a promise
for future quantum technology in sensoring weak force.

Nevertheless, nonequilibrium dynamics of Newtons’s
cradle [68], hydrodynamics of quasi-1D trapped gases in
a double-well potential [74], quantum walks and Bloch
oscillations of bosons and fermions in a 1D lattice [227]
will lead to potential applications in high precision mea-
surement of the gravitational force and testing the Ein-
stein equivalence principle. These settings will highlight
the importance of quantum coherence and entanglement
in quantum many-body dynamics out-of-equilibrium, in
particular in systems with higher mathematical symme-
tries. Studying quantum transport and conductivity of
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1D many-body systems in the frame work of the GHD
and Bethe ansatz still remain an open challenge.

(b) Quantum many-body entanglement: The ob-
servation of spin-charge separation phenomenon [58, 96]
open the possibility to further study novel spin states
and fractional quasiparticles in 1D ultracold atoms. The
experiment [96] remarkably provides a conclusive obser-
vation of the spin-charge separation in Luttinger liquids
and also goes beyond it. Further studies of spin coher-
ent and incoherent Luttinger liquids in the 1D Hubbard
model, quantum gases with SU(2) and fermionic atoms
with higher spin symmetries etc. is highly desirable. On
the other hand, it was recently shown [228] that the dy-
namical response function of spinons can be used to mea-
sure multipartite entanglement in quantum spin systems.
The key to this study relies on the connection between
the quantum Fisher information and dynamic suscepti-
bility. The former can be used as a witness of the mul-
tipartite entanglement in quantum many-body systems.
This was experimentally demonstrated [229–231] that the
neutron scattering DSF can witness the entanglement of
spins in the 1D Heisenberg chain. This opens promis-
ing opportunities to explore realistic applications of frac-
tional excitations, spin liquids and impurities in quan-
tum metrology. Moreover, quantum entanglement in 1D
topological matter [232–234] and integrable models with
Lindblad dissipations [235–240] comprise new frontiers in
quantum integrability.

(c) Quantum heat engine and refrigeration:
Many-body physics presents fundamental principles
which will play a key role in future quantum technologies.
The study of quantum cooling and heat engine [206–211]
in ultracold atomic physics still remains rather elusive.
To achieve the goal of cooling interacting fermions, it
requires us to understand caloric effects induced by mag-
netic field, trapping potential and dynamical interaction
as well as adiabatic evolutions of the energy and currents
during strokes [138, 212, 213, 246]. For those research,
one has many open questions regarding the quantum
speed of adiabatic processes and heat exchanges between
the system and baths and caloric effects. The interaction
ramp up and down near a quantum phase transition in
quantum gases provide a promising protocol of quantum
refrigeration besides the usual adiabatic demagnetization
cooling in solid-state materials [247]. Exactly solvable
models of quantum gases, strongly correlated electrons
and spins thus exhibit rich phases of quantum matter
which will provide important benchmarks and quantum
advantage for studying quantum heat engine, quantum
refrigeration and quantum batteries in quantum technol-
ogy. And more generally, mathematical models provide
an ideal platform to advance our understanding of new
quantum effects for future technology, including quantum
metrology, quantum information and quantum commu-
nication.
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